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Student body president Andi Dahmer talks about what to expect this semester in SGA.
Photo: Isabel Brinegar

In this issue

- Baseball player arrested for drunk driving
- Men's basketball stands out
- Who's voting for state senate?

Construction continues on Alpha Tau Omega's new house on Center Street is set to completed summer of 2018. The house is being built on the same lot where the fraternity's apartments used to stand.
Photo: Maddy Navin.
WKU pitcher arrested for drunk driving
WKU senior pitcher Paul Kirkpatrick was arrested early Sunday morning according to a police report obtained by the Herald. He was charged with drunken driving, reckless driving and failure to or improper signal.

SGA debates, postpones appointment of senator
The Student Government Association postponed the appointment of nominated senator Stephen Mayer after debate on discrepancies in the election process during its first meeting of the spring semester.
Public Relations Committee Chair Will Hurst voted against the appointment, moving the Senate into debate. Hurst said that “appointing another fraternity man” had been spoken out against by the SGA executive board members.

Rising men’s basketball attendance makes a statement
In spite of the impending budget cuts facing the WKU athletics program, the renewed success of WKU basketball has begun to catch administration’s attention. This increase could be attributed to a number of factors, but one easy explanation could be the national exposure WKU is gaining from not only being a member of C-USA, but being a highly successful one.

ATO house continues construction
Alpha Tao Omega’s new fraternity house is moving closer to completion. The house is projected to be complete in the summer of 2018. It is located on Center street, built on the same lot as their former house.
“I think having the house will really propel us forward as a chapter, and hopefully help us grow and flourish into the chapter that we deserve to be,” said new member David Johnson.

Who’s running for state senate
WKU’s campus is now home to one of the first university competitive jump rope teams in the state of Kentucky, thanks to sophomore Murray Huber. The club is open to all students, and members can become involved in any way they desire. They can simply attend practice and learn tricks or get more serious and perform and compete.